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The World of Ideas in Modern Marathi

2009

the historiography of nineteenth century india is beset by a problem which flows from an assumption that india
is one history area it is within the grand narrative of indian history that debates in different regions and in
various language discourses are viewed and interpreted this leaves a large gap in our understanding of
particular histories especially the history of ideas in marathi writing for instance the figure of savarkar
evokes responses from critics as much as from admirers that are very different from those in english g p
deshpande� s new book shows us the riches we can hope to unearth if only we start listening to the vernacular
he discusses the ideas of three influential and vastly different thinkers in marathi the radical ideologue of
shudratishudra emancipation jotirao phule the hindutva ideologue v d savarkar and the ideologue of vedanta
supremacy vinoba bhave this unusual grouping itself helps us break out of conventional ways of looking at
intellectual history but the author goes further by analysing the writings of these thinkers in conjunction
with writings on them in marathi he underlines that the reception of their ideas in that language is as important
as the ideas themselves he thus points to a method of reading that will be useful to those interested in the
history of ideas in any indian language in making a series of rigorous arguments in an entertaining and polemical
style this book is an original and feisty addition to the historiography of modern india

Hindutva and Violence

2022-09-01

hindutva and violence explores the place of history in the political thought of vinayak damodar savarkar
1883 1966 the most controversial indian political thinker of the twentieth century and a key architect of
hindu nationalism examining his central claim that hindutva is not a word but a history the book argues that
for savarkar this history was not a total history a complete history or a narrative history rather its
purpose was to trace key historical events to a powerful source the font of motivation for chief actors of
the past who had turned to violence in a permanent war for hindutva as the founding principle of a hindu nation
at the center of savarkar s writings are historical characters who not only participated in ethical warfare
against invaders imperialists and conquerors in india but also became hindus in acts of violence he argues that
the discipline of history provides the only method for interpreting hindutva the book also shows how savarkar
developed his conceptualization of history as a way into the meaning of hindutva savarkar wrote extensively
from analyses of the nineteenth century to studies of antiquity to draw up his histories of hindus he also
turned to a wide range of works from the epic tradition to contemporary social theory and world history as
his way of explicating hindutva and history by examining savarkar s key writings on history historical
methodology and historiography vinayak chaturvedi provides an interpretation of the philosophical
underpinnings of hindutva savarkar s interpretation of hindutva he demonstrates requires above all grappling
with his idea of history

Marathi Cinema, Cultural Space, and Liminality

2022-08-01

this book is a critical history of marathi cinema from its formative years in the 1920s till the end of 1990s it
is the first work to explore the industrial and aesthetic dynamics of marathi cinema and elaborate on the idea
of region as performance using the framework of critical socio spatial analysis against the dominance of hindi
cinema the marathi film industry as a regional film practice in india has developed within a cultural and spatial
liminality this historical situation of the marathi film industry is formulated here as the shaping and dispersal
of a vernacular cultural space and is traced over a period of seven decades across genres like the saint film
social melodramas and the tamasha film as well as in urban and mofussil sites of film circulation the book aims
to be a useful resource for students researchers and general readers while attending to a lack of scholarly
inquiries on this important regional film culture

World Literature and the Question of Genre in Colonial India

2022-05-30



world literature and the question of genre in colonial india describes the way marathi literary culture
entrenched in performative modes of production and reception saw the germination of a robust script centric
dramatic culture owing to colonial networks of literary exchange and the newfound wide availability of print
technology the author demonstrates the upheaval that literary culture underwent as a new class of literati
emerged anthologists critics theatre makers publishers and translators these people participated in global
conversations that left their mark on theory in the early twentieth century reading through archives and
ephemera kedar arun kulkarni illustrates how literary cultures in colonised locales converged with and
participated fully in key defining moments of world literature but also diverged from them to create
simultaneously a unique literary modernity

Computer Awareness

2024-03-05

the book computer awareness consists of fundamentals programming dbms and internet banking and e governance
techniques this book is useful for persons of all age groups i e beginners students programmers and
professionals it provides precise conceptual information and mcqs with their solutions to the aspirants of
almost all competitive exams the contents are presented in a systematic way i e from basics to advanced
learning features fundamentals classification of computers organization and architecture of computers
programming language dbms for new learners advantages of internet banking e governance the readers should go
through each chapter to get thorough knowledge of concepts and to do practice on the objective questions
based on the pattern of various competitive exams v spublishers

Nodes of Translation

2024-01-29

the volume examines translation of key german texts into the modern indian languages as well as translation
from the vernacular languages of south asia into german our key concerns are shifting historical contexts
concepts and translation practices bringing an intellectual history dimension to translation studies we
explore the history of translation translators and sites of translation the organization of the volume
follows some key questions which texts were being translated at what point or period in time did this happen
what were the motivations behind these translations topics covered range from thematic nodes or clusters e g
translations of economics texts and ideas into urdu or the translation of marx and engels into marathi to
personal endeavours such as the first hindi translation of goethe s faust done by bholanath sharma in 1939
missionary as well as marxist activist translation work from malayalam tamil and telugu is included too on
the other hand german translations of tagore and gandhi setting in shortly after 1912 are also examined also
discussed are political strategies of publication of translations from modern indian languages guiding the
output of publishing houses in the gdr after 1949 further included are the translator s perspective and the
contemporary translation and literary culture what happens through the process of linguistic translation in
the realm of cultural translation what can a historical study of translation tell us about the history of
indo german intellectual entanglements in the long twentieth century the volume brings together multifaceted
interdisciplinary research work from south asian and german studies to answer some of these questions

A History of Modern Marathi Literature: 1800-2000

2004

contributed articles on 19th and 20th century marathi literature

Islamic Financial Management

2009-10-01

the encyclopaedic dictionary of marathi literature has been developed with a specific planning to include not
only men of letters but also all aspects characterising the growth of marathi literature it also presents a
clear picture of development of marathi literature from early period to the present day the contributions of
many poets writers playwriters essayist and critics are given along with their biographical accounts



supported by bibliography it has successfully converted a long journey of marathi since saint dnyaneshwar to
today s new little magazine movement the encyclopaedic dictionary serves the purpose of research and survey
of marathi literature very well bringing in full contributions of progressive poets and writers it is bound to be
gita for researchers as well as every common marathi individual as it has rich reference value

Trial of Tilak

2017-08-30

this book contains a full and authentic account of the proceedings of the great historic trial in which bal
gangadhar tilak was tried for the offence of sedition at the third criminal sessions of the high court of bombay
from 13th to 22nd july 1908

Xam idea Social Science Complete Course Book | Class 7 | Includes CBSE
Question Bank and NCERT Exemplar (Solved) | NEP | Examination
2023-2024

1847

first published in 1991 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

POLITICAL THEARE IN INDIA: WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO MARATHI
THEATRE AND BRECHTIAN INFLUENCE

2013-11-19

the maratha period of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries when an independent maratha state successfully
resisted the mughals is a defining era in the history of the region of maharashtra in western india in this book
prachi deshpande considers the importance of this period for a variety of political projects including
anticolonial hindu nationalism and the non brahman movement as well as popular debates throughout the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries concerning the meaning of tradition culture and the experience of colonialism
and modernity sampling from a rich body of literary and cultural sources deshpande highlights shifts in history
writing in early modern and modern india and the deep connections between historical and literary narratives she
traces the reproduction of the maratha period in various genres and public arenas its incorporation into
regional political symbolism and its centrality to the making of a modern marathi regional consciousness she
also shows how historical memory provided a space for indians to negotiate among their national religious and
regional identities pointing to history s deeper potential in shaping politics within thoroughly diverse societies
a truly unique study creative pasts examines the practices of historiography and popular memory within a
particular colonial context and illuminates the impact of colonialism on colonized societies and cultures
furthermore it shows how modern history and historical memory are jointly created through the interplay of
cultural activities power structures and political rhetoric

A Dictionary English and Marathi, Compiled for the Government of Bombay.
Planned and Commenced by ---, Continued and Completed by T(homas)
Candy

1907

on 1 may 1960 bombay province was bifurcated into the two new provinces of gujarat and maharashtra
amidst scenes of great public fanfare and acclaim this decision marked the culmination of a lengthy campaign for
the creation of samyukta united maharashtra in western india which had first been raised by some marathi
speakers during the interwar years and then persistently demanded by marathi speaking politicians ever since the
mid 1940s in the context of an impending independence some of its proponents had envisaged maharashtra as an
autonomous domain encompassing a community of marathi speakers which would be constructed around
exclusivist notions of belonging and majoritarian democratic frames as a result linguistic reorganisation was



also quickly considered to be a threat posing questions for others about the extent to which they belonged
to this imagined space this book delivers ground breaking perspectives upon nascent conceptions and workings of
citizenship and democracy during the colonial postcolonial transition it examines how processes of
democratisation and provincialisation during the interwar years contributed to demands and concerns and
offers a broadened and imaginative outlook on india s partition drawing upon a novel body of archival research
the book ultimately suggests pakistan might also be considered as just one paradigmatic example of a range of
coterminous calls for regional autonomy and statehood informed by a majoritarian democratic logic that had
an extensive contemporary circulation it will be of interest to academics in the fields of south asian history in
general and the partition in particular as well as to those interested in british colonialism and postcolonial
studies

Marathi Reading Course

2007-05-08

the largest film industry in the world after hollywood is celebrated in this updated and expanded edition of a
now classic work of reference covering the full range of indian film this new revised edition of the encyclopedia
of indian cinema includes vastly expanded coverage of mainstream productions from the 1970s to the 1990s
and for the first time a comprehensive name index illustrated throughout there is no comparable guide to the
incredible vitality and diversity of historical and contemporary indian film

A Start in Marathi

2018-01-29

a groundbreaking history of the political ideas that made modern india violent fraternity is a major history of
the political thought that laid the foundations of modern india taking readers from the dawn of the twentieth
century to the independence of india and formation of pakistan in 1947 the book is a testament to the power of
ideas to drive historical transformation shruti kapila sheds new light on leading figures such as m k gandhi
muhammad iqbal b r ambedkar and vinayak savarkar the founder of hindutva showing how they were innovative
political thinkers as well as influential political actors she also examines lesser known figures who
contributed to the making of a new canon of political thought such as b g tilak considered by lenin to be the
fountainhead of revolution in asia and sardar patel india s first deputy prime minister kapila argues that it was
in india that modern political languages were remade through a revolution that defied fidelity to any exclusive
ideology the book shows how the foundational questions of politics were addressed in the shadow of
imperialism to create both a sovereign india and the world s first avowedly muslim nation pakistan fraternity
was lost only to be found again in violence as the indian age signaled the emergence of intimate enmity a
compelling work of scholarship violent fraternity demonstrates why india with its breathtaking scale and
diversity redefined the nature of political violence for the modern global era

Creative Pasts

2014-07-10
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�� � � �� � �� � � � � �� � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � � �� � � ��� � �� � � � � � � � ��� ��� �
� � �� � � �� � � �� � � � � � � � �� � thoughts plays important role in molding character of person often
the seeds of good or bad karma of the person lies in the thoughts the thought by scientist seeker knowledge seer
or revolutionary can change entire generation like the sun they enlighten the earth human society the thought
guide us to fight with problem insightful thought help us to understand the life nature this book tries to
convert insightful thoughts of some historical legend into marathi poetry shayari

Citizenship, Community and Democracy in India

1863

reprint of the original first published in 1872 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as
reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these
books and make them available to the public so that they do not get lost

Encyclopedia of Indian Cinema

2021-11-02

target ibps bank preliminary main po mt exam 20 practice sets workbook with 4 online tests is the thoroughly
revised and updated 6th edition exclusively written for the ibps po mt exam the book provides 20 practice sets
5 preliminary exam tests 15 main exam mains tests 11 in the book and 4 online designed exactly on the pattern
of the latest ibps bank po exam the preliminary test contains all the 3 sections reasoning ability quantitative
aptitude and english language as per the latest pattern the main mains test contains all the 5 sections english
language quantitative aptitude reasoning ability computer knowledge general awareness as per the latest
pattern the book provides response sheet for each practice test a test analysis feedback sheet has been provided
for each test to do a post test analysis after each test it is this analysis which will highlight your strong
weak areas the book has been empowered with online tests which provides 4 mock tests with insta results so as
to provide an online cum real time exposure to the students these tests will provide the results and solutions
immediately after the students submit a test the solution to the 16 sets are provided at the end of the book
the book also provides detailed solutions to the 2011 2016 question papers along with the descriptive tests

A Compendium of Molesworth's Marathi and English Dictionary

2019-10-08

akashvani english is a programme journal of all india radio it was formerly known as the indian listener it used
to serve the listener as a bradshaw of broadcasting and give listener the useful information in an interesting
manner about programmes who writes them take part in them and produce them along with photographs of
performing artists it also contains the information of major changes in the policy and service of the
organisation the indian listener fortnightly programme journal of air in english published by the indian state
broadcasting service bombay started on 22 december 1935 and was the successor to the indian radio times in
english which was published beginning in july 16 of 1927 from 22 august 1937 onwards it used to published by
all india radio new delhi from 1950 it was turned into a weekly journal later the indian listener became
akashvani english w e f january 5 1958 it was made fortnightly journal again w e f july 1 1983 name of the
journal akashvani language of the journal english date month year of publication 07 october 1973 periodicity
of the journal weekly number of pages 52 volume number vol xxxviii no 41 broadcast programme schedule
published page nos 14 50 article 1 simla then and now 2 sari and its substitutes 3 my pastime social work
author 1 h s sethi 2 anuradha bysack 3 smt nirmal verma keywords 1 early history 2 modernism recent trends 3
trade or craft organizing school prasar bharati archives has the copyright in all matters published in this
akashvani and other air journals for reproduction previous permission is essential

Violent Fraternity

1872

trends in linguistics is a series of books that open new perspectives in our understanding of language the series
publishes state of the art work on core areas of linguistics across theoretical frameworks as well as studies



that provide new insights by building bridges to neighbouring fields such as neuroscience and cognitive science
trends in linguistics considers itself a forum for cutting edge research based on solid empirical data on
language in its various manifestations including sign languages it regards linguistic variation in its synchronic
and diachronic dimensions as well as in its social contexts as important sources of insight for a better
understanding of the design of linguistic systems and the ecology and evolution of language trends in
linguistics publishes monographs and outstanding dissertations as well as edited volumes which provide the
opportunity to address controversial topics from different empirical and theoretical viewpoints high quality
standards are ensured through anonymous reviewing

���� ��������� ����� (Great Positive Thoughts Marathi Edition)

1872

sub bhutan description and travel

A Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan Languages of India to Wit
Hindi, Punjabi, Sindhi, Gujarati, Marathi, Oriya and Bengali by John Beames

1872

in thirteenth century maharashtra a new vernacular literature emerged to challenge the hegemony of sanskrit a
language largely restricted to men of high caste in a vivid and accessible idiom this new marathi literature
inaugurated a public debate over the ethics of social difference grounded in the idiom of everyday life the
arguments of vernacular intellectuals pushed the question of social inclusion into ever wider social realms
spearheading the development of a nascent premodern public sphere that valorized the quotidian world in
sociopolitical terms the quotidian revolution examines this pivotal moment of vernacularization in indian
literature religion and public life by investigating courtly donative marathi inscriptions alongside the first
extant texts of marathi literature the lilacaritra 1278 and the j�anesvari 1290 novetzke revisits the
influence of chakradhar c 1194 the founder of the mahanubhav religion and jnandev c 1271 who became a major
figure of the varkari religion to observe how these avant garde and worldly elites pursued a radical
intervention into the social questions and ethics of the age drawing on political anthropology and
contemporary theories of social justice religion and the public sphere the quotidian revolution explores the
specific circumstances of this new discourse oriented around everyday life and its lasting legacy widening the
space of public debate in a way that presages key aspects of indian modernity and democracy

A Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan Languages of India: On
sounds

1975

in the light of current digital advancements the discourse surrounding digitalization has increased in importance
and the international scientific conference social discourse in challenging times reflected upon this trend
coordinated by the university of economics in bratislava this event was organized within the oddea project at
the university of economics in bratislava between may 17th 20th 2023 a significant attribute of the
conference was its hybrid form utilizing both face to face interaction at the university premises and ms teams
for virtual involvement this conference focused on the exploration of two fundamental areas of study the
first explored interdisciplinary topics of the current discourse while the second dived into the digital
transformation occurring within the eu and southeast asian countries the second area was specifically
devoted to presentations of research findings from the first work package of the oddea project this not only
brought to the forefront the work of the project s researchers but it also fostered synergies within the
consortium enhancing the project s implementation the value and impact of the oddea project are also reflected
within this volume from discussions around current discourses to the exploration of the digitalization
pathways this collection represents a milestone in our journey towards a digital society research that would
be both inclusive and resilient these presentations provide insights into the selected problems of digital
transformation and are invaluable contributions to the understanding of digitalization during these
challenging times our sincere appreciation goes out to the researchers contributors reviewers and the academic
community who have made this significant contribution possible we hope that this volume will fuel further



discussions inspire additional research and drive innovative breakthroughs in digitalization and interdisciplinary
studies

A Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan Languages of India; to Wit,
Hindi, Panjabi, Sindhi, Gujarti, Marathi, Oriya, and Bangali

2023-03-24

newspapers will always remain a reliable source of information there has been a digital revolution which has
also affected the newspaper industry over the years across the world indian newspaper business has interesting
inputs to share the book shares the business of marathi newspapers in mumbai a must read for those who want
to know the measures taken by the newspaper industry to sustain the print media business

Molesworth's, Marathi-English Dictionary

1888

akashvani english is a programme journal of all india radio it was formerly known as the indian listener it used
to serve the listener as a bradshaw of broadcasting and give listener the useful information in an interesting
manner about programmes who writes them take part in them and produce them along with photographs of
performing artists it also contains the information of major changes in the policy and service of the
organisation the indian listener fortnightly programme journal of air in english published by the indian state
broadcasting service bombay started on 22 december 1935 and was the successor to the indian radio times in
english which was published beginning in july 16 of 1927 from 22 august 1937 onwards it used to published by
all india radio new delhi from 1950 it was turned into a weekly journal later the indian listener became
akashvani english w e f january 5 1958 it was made fortnightly journal again w e f july 1 1983 name of the
journal akashvani language of the journal english date month year of publication 15 01 1961 periodicity of
the journal weekly number of pages 48 volume number vol xxvi no 3 broadcast programme schedule published
page nos 5 6 9 38 41 43 44 article 1 legislature and the role of law 2 third plan targets in agriculture 3
power and political systems 4 pre historic indian art 5 atoms for health 6 safeguards for minorities 7 leo
tolstoy the man and man of letters author 1 purshottam trikamdas 2 k r damle 3 prof r bhaskaran 4 dr
charles louis fabri 5 dr j c david 6 eric da costa 7 r b banerji keywords general observations in democracy fixed
powers governing by consent highest urgency targets provisional seed farms targets not difficult an index
power shared out true kernel sovereign principle two traditions one exception stylistic puzzle superb figurines
therapeutic weapon in malignant diseases no guarantee secret still unknown after freedom linguistic minorities
life an open book sudden change tolstoyism three possibilities document id 3 prasar bharati archives has the
copyright in all matters published in this and other air journals for reproduction previous permission is
essential

Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan Language of India

2017-07-05

Centennial Souvenir of the Marathi Mission of the American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions

1973-10-07

Target IBPS Bank PO/ MT Preliminary & Main Exams 20 Practice Sets
Workbook - 16 in Book + 4 Online (6th edition)

2011-06-24



AKASHVANI

2001

Reconstructing Languages and Cultures

1992

The Student's Marathi Grammar

1995

Tilak and Gokhale

1882

Indian Book Industry

1998

Memorial Papers of the American Marathi Mission, 1813-1881

2016-10-18

The Administrator

2023-07-15

The Quotidian Revolution

2021-08-21

Social Discourse in Challenging Times - The International Interdisciplinary
Scientific Conference 2023 - Proceedings and Book of Abstracts

1961-01-15

Newspaper Business In India: A Case Study of Marathi Newspapers in
Mumbai

1847
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